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Dear Friends,
Whilst you have been enduring almost constant rain in England
and Northern Europe this winter, Jenny and I have spent 3
weeks in Sri Lanka and India, both of which would have been
glad of some of the water.

Vijayashanthi

We shared the delight of our 27 strong Indian family at their
new permanent home in Tamil Nadu and briefly met the first
two (gap-year) students who had been staying to learn about
India and to help the children. In Sri Lanka we met Vijayashanthi who, through your generosity, has almost fully recovered
from her heart operation. We saw the joy on the faces of many
family members at the prospect of a new set of clothes
(Christmas 2013 appeal), and arranged for two refurbished
houses and a power supply to a third. The Youth Training Centre in Ghana has also enjoyed a generous donation enabling a
constant water supply to the building.
Best wishes and thanks,

Clothes for very poor family

Save the Babies new home

(for Star Action Trustees, Jenny, Kate and Joan)

Asiakwa Training Centre

MY VISIT TO OUR ASIAKWA
COMMUNITY CENTRE PROJECT
October 2013
by Jenny Dent
It was such a wonderful surprise to see the
progress with our Community Centre building.
I had not expected it would all look so good.
It had been five years since my previous visit,
when we had been shown an overgrown piece
of land outside the little
town of Asiakwa which
the local Chief was willing
to give us for the building
of a Community Training
Centre for young people
in the area. The original
plan had been to provide
training for teenagers in
various different skills, but
it had become apparent
that the great need was
for training in computer
Roxle – our project onand IT and so this is now
site supervisor
the focus of the project.
During our visit we had a meeting with the
Star Action project team and were very inspired with their dedication and commitment.
So much work had been done voluntarily by
this group. The building is beautifully
designed and soundly constructed, and I was
really thrilled to see it looking so much more
complete
than I had
expected.
Also exciting was the
way in
which the
grounds
around the
building
have been Fred and Hamida and our caretaker family

so carefully tended and are now growing
crops. (When we had seen it originally the
whole area was completely overgrown. This
had been cleared and looks very loved and in
good order.) It is currently overseen and
looked after by a lovely caretaker family who
live in one small area of the building. This
means it is kept secure while we await the
funding for the next stage which is the equipping with everything needed for it to be an
IT Training Centre.
During our visit the water supply was connected and we will go ahead with the electricity connection as soon as we have the sponsorship for the computer and IT equipment.
This is the next step in our project. We are
approaching various companies who we
hope will donate for this very worthwhile
community project.
The Ghana Government Education Dept.
are encouraging us to proceed because there
has been much disruption in the area due to

Gold in them hills

the re-discovery of gold in the streams and
valleys in and around Asiakwa. They are
keen to stabilise the youth population by
training many in careers that will sustain incomes in the long term. They see ICT as being one of these careers that will be in
increasing demand in existing institutions
which will expand in rapidly developing
Ghana.
We do thank all who are supporting this
important project.
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LITTLE TEMPLE IN GHANA
On a visit to Ghana in October 2008 for Star
Action work, we found ourselves in a very
beautiful place in the Aburi Hills (a sacred
place in this country). In the grounds of the
Sweet Africa Guest House there was ‘a little
temple in waiting’ —a beautifully sited pagoda
in the grounds, with spectacular views down

the hills to the sea and city of Accra. The
owner kindly agreed that Star Action could
convert it into our ‘Little Temple for World
Peace’ in West Africa, and it was dedicated in
a simple ceremony by Fred and Hamida (our
Star Action agents in West Africa) in January
2010.
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Our beautiful Star Temple
Our community building
Spacious veranda
Our future pupils?

NB: No Star Action Money is used
to maintain our little Temples
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India—Save the Babies Home
DELIGHTFUL DAILY ROUTINE
Jenny writes:
One of the
things I love so
much about my
visits to our
Save the Babies
Home is to experience the perfect blend of love and discipline which Richard & Sasees, our house parents, have established. Our twenty-four children are secure in
the love and care they receive. There is no favouritism of their own two children—all are
together part of the family. I believe part of
their security lies in the regular daily routine:
6.30am

Waking, washing and dressing

7.00am

All seated (on the floor of course
with school bags in front of
them) for an hour of study.
A recent innovation has been
‘pairing’ of the children for study,
with an older, more accomplished child seated with a
younger one, to help and encourage them.

of rice and what Sasees calls
‘chutney’—to us a delicious
mixture of spicey chopped vegetables!). Sometimes the children enjoy boiled rice and wadai
– a small savoury cake, but a real treat is “dosai”; a flat ricebased pancake, eaten with two
separate types of chutney. (This
is fried and time-consuming to
make for our 27 strong family.)
Come and stay on our “cooking
course” (see later) and learn to
make all these dishes that are
almost unknown in the West
outside Tamil communities.
Then it is school
time. As our family
has a big age range,
they attend a number
of different schools.
Education is very
important in India
and whatever their
ability all the children are encouraged
to work very hard. Most are taught in ‘Tamil’
schools (the local language in Tamil Nadu,
the state where our children’s home is).
A few go to ‘English Medium Schools’,
where everything is taught in English. At a
young age the children are all tested in simple
English. It is a tribute to Sasees (formerly an
English teacher), that the two children she
has had care of since they were tiny babies,
Poppy and Padmini, both go to these
‘English Medium Schools’.

8.00am

Breakfast (usually home cooked
‘idlies’—a Tamil Nadu dish made

The school day is long in India and unless
there is extra studying they are not home until 4.30pm. (They have a rice and curry lunch
provided at school.) Then there are snacks
and change into play clothes. Our new home
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has wonderful scope for outdoor play and
Richard has an aspiring STB Cricket Team!
Whilst I was there this time, two of the boys
made the highest flying kite I have ever seen
out of newspaper and string!
It gets dark in this
part of India
around 6.45pm.

The children all come in
then to the large first
floor room—big enough
for them all to sit in their
part for study time again.
8.00pm

8.45pm

Evening meal in the downstairs
room adjoining the new tiled
kitchen is at 8.00pm. I loved
the way the children have been
taught to say a simple thank-you
prayer before every meal. Sasees
does all the cooking, helped by
Rani who is now 20 years, having
come to us as a skinny illiterate
teenager with TB and no future.
(See separate piece about Tamil
Nadu cooking courses!)
Bed time follows soon after supper on weekdays. At the weekend the regime is more relaxed
of course, including plenty of
play, some TV, and occasional
Sunday outings—with all the
family piling into one minibus
(bought some years ago thanks to
the generosity of one of our supporters).

So, all in all, I am very proud of our STB family and very thankful for our wonderful Richard
and Sasees.
It costs £30 a month (£1 per day) to keep one
child at our STB home. If you would like to

help in the ongoing care of a child (and visit
him/her one day!) please phone or email Stuart for more information. (See page 8)
Sasees writes:
I thank you very much for all the trustees and
supporters for who had extended their heart
and money for STB family to have a amazing
house for our children.
We and our children are very happy to have a
house of our own. Our children are proud to
say that they have new house and never
change. This house is so peaceful for us all.
We have such a great view near by our house.
We can still adopt some more children in our
new house.
Our child Shamilla had attained Puberty after
giving her a good treatment by your support.
She is about 16 years. Velammal is finishing
her 12th standard this year, A level. We hope
she will go for nursing for an eye specialist in
Aravind eye hospital in our Tirunelveli town.
Thank you very much for sending such wonderful guests to our STB, Ellie, Natalie and
Sam to our new house. We had a such great
fun time with
them. Our children
were happy to
share their happiness with them.
This time Uncle
had provided a
generator for our
STB family which helps us a lot, so once
again thanks for you.
Along with children our family are having
two dogs and some chickens which are part
of our family. Two chickens have laid their
eggs ready for incubation.
Our elder boys are good at sports. They all
have played in Kho-Kho game which is very
famous game in Tamilnadu. They won Second prize and got certificates for them. This
is a team sport that shows the unity among
our children and winning spirit. This is our
great achievement for the STB family.
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SRI LANKA: Projects Update
Vijayashanti
Your terrific and
prompt support for
this 12 year old’s
heart operation was
matched by money
from the Sri Lanka
Presidents Fund. After several delays until she
was fit enough Vijayashanti finally was operated on in January. We met her and grateful
mother a few weeks later and found her smiling and happy—looking forward eagerly to
resuming a normal life and regular school.
On the same visit we met Premachandran
who was recovering from a similar operation
(performed in the Lady Radcliffe Hospital in
Colombo, 100 miles away). We were able to
give both families extra money to purchase
recovery medicines.
Kandia Wimila’s House
This single Mum with her daughter has
patiently waited for two years in the hope we
may be able to re-build her house that was destroyed in the 2004 tsunami. After her husband was killed in the war, Kandia has been
living in a thatched one-room home that is
usually surrounded with water in winter. She
has valiantly tried to make this a comfortable
home for her daughter and has built a security
fence and made an attempt to grow vegetables alongside.

With your help we sent a builder across
from the west in March to build a one-room
concrete house with small veranda and attached lean-to kitchen. A nearby toilet is still
standing after the wave and is shared with
other families living nearby. At the same
time our builder (Surangi) has built a foundation and floor for Sinnathambi and his
family, to keep them dry during the winter
rains and floods. Their house walls and
roof are adequate.
Sets of Clothes
There are many very poor families in Sri
Lanka, especially in the areas that suffered
from the joint horrors of civil war and the
tsunami wave. Your amazing response to
our ‘Christmas Present’ appeal has enabled
us to arrange for some of these to have a set
of new clothes (£25 for a family - see photos on the back page.). This has not only
helped the families but also three of our
dressmakers, who had been given sewing
machines in previous years to start a little
business.
Selvarani
This amazing lady is
55 years old. In this
male-dominated society Selvarani goes
fishing every day to
feed her family and
has been doing so
since she was 10
years old. We were
able to buy her a
new net (£50) as her
old one is falling
apart. Not only does
she fish in weather that deters most of the
men but, during festivals, Selvarani beats all
the men in local boat races.
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Farming in the East
Lal’s experimental
smallholding is now going to develop the production of groundnuts
(sometimes called peanuts). The sandy soil
(now sandy after the
tsunami wave deposited
tons of sand and debris) can yield a good
crop of this protein rich
food. Lal will be able to
guide local families to
follow his example and
begin to grow groundnuts.
Farm Extension
Star Action has helped
Bawa to extend his
smallholding to grow
several new varieties of
vegetables and fruit by
buying pipes and connections to run his water supply another 100
metres from the existing
junction. He lives in a
village that is desperately short of nutritional food.

(the outlay is approximately
£475). It would be great if
we could buy another cow
and calf in your name. The
calf, if a heifer, will continue the cycle to another family.

Ralade School
This little school, that has had no support
from the Sri Lankan Education Dept., is situated in the more remote East of the Island.
There are 3 teachers and 77 children, all
coming from exceptionally poor homes. Part
of our Christmas Appeal was for school
bags, which we have made on the Island. We
were able to take these with us as a surprise
and, whilst there, were able to fund a water
pump and pipes to bring water from their
functioning well to an old tank that will be
cleaned out (last used in 2004).

Cows & Calves
We have experimented with this
new project by giving a cow and calf
to Santini
(generously sponsored by friends in
Sweden). Santini is selling the milk to produce
some income and the calf will soon go on to
another family whilst the mother is expecting
her second calf. We have now decided to extend this project to other villages in the East
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GUESTS AT OUR NEW S.T.B. CHILDREN’s HOME
In Tamil Nadu, South India
GAP YEAR STUDENTS
In January we welcomed our first ‘gap
year’ students. Ellie
and Natalie stayed a
month with us—our
first experiment.
Their visit was a
great success (see
their account and
photos), so we want
to offer this opportunity to others. Our charge
for staying is just £10 a day full board and our
visitors become part of the family (if they
wish) joining in the daily life of our 24 children, playing and dancing, learning about ‘real
life in India’—quite a different experience
from being a tourist.
Please email or phone Stuart if you are interested in knowing more. 0044 (0)1395 568064
stuart_neil2004@yahoo.com.
ADULT VISITORS
We also look forward
to welcoming adult
visitors and the
charge for them is
£20 a day full board.
Visitors can be met at
whichever airport/rail
station (transport cost
paid individually).

Guest bedroom

Our new home is in a truly delightful location,
well outside the city of Tirunelveli, with spectacular views all around. The two nearby hill
tops make excellent places for quiet meditation
(and watching both sunrise and sunset) as does
the house’s rooftop terrace.
TAMIL NADU COOKERY LESSONS
Sasees is a fantastic cook and has agreed to
give one-to-one lessons on authentic Tamil

Nadu cooking—did you see
Rick Stein’s ‘Travelling
through India’ TV series? In
a week long stay up to 3 two
-hour lessons can be
arranged for an additional
fee of £60.
ONE DAY TRIPS
Also possible is a one day
trip to the southern most
point of India, to see the
amazing statue and memorial to Vivikenanda,
or to a spectacular waterfall. (Cost of these
trips are £20 per person, including picnic
lunch.)
If you are interested in finding out more, do
email Stuart.
Ellie, our gap year student, writes:
Our time at save the babies was one of the
most amazing experiences. Richard, Sasees
and all the children
made us feel so welcome and by the end
we felt like we were
part of their family.
During the day, whilst
the children were at
school, Richard and
Sasees would take us
into their local town
to do different activities. We went to temples, visited the children's schools, went shopping and through
doing this we learnt so much about their culture. In the evenings we would play with the
children then help the younger children with
their English during study time; we taught
them lots of English songs! The weekends
and holidays were big highlights for us, especially celebrating
their festival
Pongal and getting to wear saris! We tried to
organise different activities to
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do with them every weekend including a sports
day; all the children loved it. They also organised day trips for us during the holidays. We
went on a big outing one day visiting an amazing waterfall, a huge bridge and the beach! One
of our favourite things to do with the children
was dancing. All the children loved dancing to
their favourites Indian and English songs and
we were more than happy to join in!

STB is just an incredible organisation and the
amount of effort that Richard and Sasees put
in to making each child feel part of their
family is amazing. Each child is so special in
their own way and we will miss them all so
much. We are so grateful for being able to
have an insight into this charity. Thank you
everyone at STB!

STAR ACTION HEROES
Joe’s Solent Swim

Rob’s Parachute Jump

On 6th July, Joe (who supports Star Action in
lots of ways, including helping with the newsletters and updating our website) will make the
one and a half mile swim across the Solent
(between the Isle of Wight and the Mainland).

In March, long-term Star Action supporter
Rob made his jump over the desert in Abu
Dhabi to raise money for Star Action. See
his youtube video of the event at http://

Please sponsor him at:

Thank you Rob!

www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9QjCc1c4xg

www.everyclick/joecody/info
Thank you Joe!

GOLDEN SUNSET
Friends of Star Action now own a 2 room guest house (Golden Sunset) by the beach and with
a pool and good chefs—proceeds go to Star Action.
Call Stuart (01395-568064) if you would like to stay and also see some of Star Action’s work in
Sri Lanka.
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YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Each of the people below only own one set of clothes—now in 2014 they will have two!
The faces are all showing their thanks :

Happy dressmakers Radikha &
Sudarshini
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